Post-contract automation is more crucial than ever in today’s group events lifecycle. GroupPay gives hotels, agencies, and event planners the automation, transparency, and efficiency they need to easily manage contract details, rooming list fulfillment, and event reconciliation.

**CONTRACT & PRE-EVENT**
- Contracts are uploaded to the GroupPay online portal, allowing hotels and meeting planners easy access.

**EVENT EXECUTION**
- Roaming Lists and Reservation Lists are loaded into GroupPay for shared visibility into booking status.

**BILLING RECONCILIATION**
- GroupPay identifies post cut-off date bookings, shoulder bookings, and non-room commission adjustments to ensure accurate invoicing. GroupPay handles remittance notices on behalf of agencies. Hotels pay agencies in one payment through the online portal.

**THE GROUPPAY ADVANTAGE**
- Hotels can forecast commission payment and room block occupancy at a glance.
- Event planners can anticipate contract fulfillment through access to real-time booking and stay data.

**PAYMENT EXECUTION**
- Detailed, guest-level reporting to hotels and event planners.
- Allows hotels to see exactly what is due and address any discrepancies.
- Event planners can receive their anticipated payment faster and in the currency of their choice.